PLACES   IN   THE   SUN
tufted tops of the tall gum trees, a dark blue-green against
a cloudless sky, a clear and brilliant evening light, the grey-
green salt bush a lighter undergrowth, opal tints above the
skyline—long ago in Lombardy.*
Coolgardie he found * almost a, dead city, and although
Kalgoorlie and Boulder were more fortunate and were still
busy centres, their future seemed to him to be highly un-
certain for, unlike Ballarat and the other gold cities, they
were surrounded by barren waste and had no green pastures
on which to rely when the gold output died down. Never-
theless Eden was favourably impressed with the surprising
progress made in the supply of civilized amenities. * The
provision of water for towns in this waterless plain has been
courageously achieved.' In the early days water had been
more difficult to get than whisky. * To-day a race-course
embowered in flowers, a park, a swimming-bath, lawns
and gardens, testify to a supply abundant for immediate
needs/ He saw much, and what he saw he found intrinsic-
ally good.
Four short chapters were included of a more general and
reflective character which had not appeared previously in
the Press, and in their estimates of Australia's government
problems, younger generation, fiscal policy, and future as
a whole, save the book from the order of purely ephemeral
things.
He faced fairly the hoary complaint that Australia is
afflicted with a plethora of parliaments. Australians and
citizens of the Mother Country are apt to overlook the over-
whelming fact that the Empire is not so much a Common-
wealth of Nations as an Alliance of Continents. Australia's
thirteen legislatures is not an excessive number to cover a
continent, and again, the ratio of parliaments to population
is counteracted by the particular problems of dispersion.
Eden pointed out justly that although the Australian is in-
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